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Hundreds of New Orleans’ best dancers are ready to shake, shimmy and sway their way to 
$7,000 in cash prizes at Dancing Grounds’ inaugural citywide dance competition this 

October: The Dancing Grounds Showdown. Submissions are now open. 

The Dancing Grounds Showdown is a new citywide dance competition produced by Dancing 
Grounds (DG) with dual goals of fundraising for DG's transformative youth programs and 

showcasing the incredible dance talent in greater New Orleans. From hip-hop to Haitian, second 
line to salsa, dancers of ALL AGES and ALL STYLES can apply online with one-minute video 

submissions for a chance to perform live at the Civic Theatre on October 13, 2018. 

Dancers must submit before 11:59pm CST on Monday, July 9th. Finalists will be announced 
Saturday, August 18th. Of the funds raised from the DG Showdown, Dancing Grounds will give 
back $7,000 in cash prizes as an investment in the local dance community. Each live performer 

is guaranteed to walk away with a cash prize ranging from $500 to $2,000. 
 

DANCING GROUNDS’ SHOWDOWN OFFICIAL WEBPAGE 
Competition rules, submission forms, and FAQs can be found on the official webpage.  

 

“Dancing can be joyful, transcendent, spiritual and so much more. At Dancing Grounds, we 
strive to bring the benefits dance and community building to people of all ages and backgrounds. 

We look forward to celebrating the rich culture of dance in our city and spotlighting all of the 
dance talent that New Orleans has to offer at our 1st ever SHOWDOWN!”  

- Laura Stein, Dancing Grounds’ Executive Director 

 

 

 

 
 

Dancing Grounds is a 501c3 nonprofit organization that brings high-quality, inclusive, 
and accessible dance education programs to New Orleans residents of all ages and 
backgrounds. We use dance as a vehicle for developing young leaders, inspiring health 
and wellness, and promoting social justice. Dancing Grounds has become a driving force 
for arts and education in New Orleans and a hub for the local dance community.  Since 
2012, we have served over 1,500 youth, 3,000 adults, and countless audience members 


